E-SIGNLIVE™ FOR BOX®

SECURELY SEND DOCUMENTS FOR E-SIGNATURE DIRECTLY FROM BOX®

Businesses use Box to securely access, share and manage content.
When documents stored in Box require signing however, transactions
often fall to paper which can hinder the collaboration process – both
inside and outside the organization.

HIGHLIGHTS
Deliver & manage documents in
real-time

eSignLive for Box is an app for preparing and sending documents for
e-signature directly from Box. By ensuring that the process stays 100% digital
and never falls to paper, you can help keep your business and projects moving.
What’s more, by adding e-signatures to your documents in Box, you’ll be able
to automate business processes and more easily collaborate with your fellow
employees, customers, partners and suppliers.

 Drag & drop signature blocks and
fields into documents

The app handles many different scenarios, including:

 Automatically archive e-signed
documents in Box

·· Multiple documents and signers

 Invite customers, partners, suppliers
and internal team members to e-sign

 Apply layouts to automate the
document preparation process

·· Numerous authentication methods
·· Serial and parallel signing
·· Online and in-person signing

Collaborate securely

·· Signing on mobile devices

 Share documents with anyone inside
and outside your company

Delight customers with the ability to instantly sign documents and not have
to worry about the logistics of sending and signing documents using manual,
paper-based processes.

 Numerous user authentication
options

100% secure and legal

Built for:

 The most comprehensive electronic
evidence in the industry
 E-signed documents include
embedded audit trails and
tamper-evident signatures

eSignLive and Box make it easy to securely
access, collaborate and manage documents
that require signature.
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Senders initiate the creation of a transaction from Box (select
signers, prepare documents and choose other e-signature
options), and:
·· Send transactions for signature
·· Monitor progress in real-time
·· View e-signed documents and the audit trail, stored in Box

Signers receive an email
inviting them to e-sign
documents. They authenticate
themselves, gain access to the
document(s) and click to sign.

Send single or multiple
documents within a Box
folder for signature.

From the e-signature provider that:
·· Powers e-contracting processes for the largest contracting organization in the world, the General Services
Administration (GSA); as well as NASA JPL, the U.S. Air Force, RBC Royal Bank, Bosch Automotive, and pharmaceutical
distributors, hospitals and healthcare organizations.
·· Processes more than 600 million documents annually for some of the world’s biggest brands and security
conscious organizations, including the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff, U.S. Bank, BMW Financial Services, Santander
Consumer Bank, Country Insurance, 21st Century Insurance, American National, Principal Financial Group, USDA, the
entire U.S. Army and many more.
·· Has been repeatedly recognized for outstanding customer service, including being named 2014 and 2013
Leader in Customer Satisfaction by enterprise software review site G2 Crowd, and an award from GEICO for “dedication,
customer focus and fanatical service”. In 2013, eSignLive received a top rating of 94% for customer satisfaction, winning
Gold in the 2013 Novarica Average Customer Experience (ACE) rankings for the insurance industry.
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Most flexible solution

Highest adoption rates

·· Most deployment options, on-premises or in the cloud –
for any project size, complexity or budget

·· Best signer experience – from simple to the most
complex workflows

·· Configurable workflows and a range of user
authentication options and signature capture methods

·· Ease of use across all channels from 20+ years of best
practices

Strongest legal protection

Simple and secure signing and verification

·· Document and process evidence together protect
against legal/compliance risk

·· Tamper-evident seal for each signature

·· Easy to demonstrate electronic evidence

·· One-click, vendor-independent verification of signatures

·· Consistent audit trails

For more information, contact a representative at

About eSignLive™ by VASCO

1-888-745-2647

eSignLive™ is the electronic signature solution behind some of the world’s most trusted brands. Regulated
industries and top analyst firms recognize eSignLive products and services for their ability to balance the
highest levels of security and compliance with ease-of-use while automating any process – from the simplest,
internal signing workflow to the most complex, customer-facing transactions. Available in the cloud and onpremises, the eSignLive solution offers a scalable platform to support an organization’s digital transformation
strategy across the enterprise – today and tomorrow.

or visit the eSignLive website today.
FREE TRIAL

eSignLive is the trade name of Silanis Technology Inc., a VASCO group company. VASCO Data Security
International Inc., a global leader in authentication, electronic signatures, and identity management, enables
more than 10,000 customers in 100 countries to secure access, manage identities, verify transactions and
protect assets across financial, enterprise, e-commerce, government and healthcare markets.
Learn more at www.esignlive.com
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